Designing tools for end users takes an understanding—and appreciation—of various levels of knowledge (or lack thereof).

By Joerg Beringer

REducing expertise tension

As an explicit design topic, end-user development (EUD) is rather new to human-computer interaction (HCI), although it is implicitly embedded in many design projects. What makes EUD different from other HCI topics is that in traditional HCI terms, users are experts in their tasks, and good tools should match these tasks. Conversely, end-user developers are trying to complete development tasks in which, by definition, they are not experts. Therefore, the dominating design goal of EUD tools is to compensate for a discrepancy between the user’s expertise and the development task to be performed.

Taking this view helps to clarify differences in the assumptions that underpin the major types of EUD tools. It also helps transcend the simplistic assumption that end-user developers are excellent domain experts who start from scratch in terms of development knowledge and skills. In fact, as the accompanying figure illustrates, expertise tension exists in a two-dimensional continuum of job-related domain knowledge and system-related development knowledge. Different EUD practices and tools apply depending on the direction and level of (lacking) expertise.

Lacking systems knowledge. If we want to enable domain experts to modify or extend software without having a deep understanding of a computer system or coding skills, then expertise tension is in the direction of system knowledge.

The arrow in the figure labeled “Easy DevTools” stands for enabling users to act as IT experts by offering simplified software development environments. For example, Web-page builder, ad hoc workflow systems, or simulation packages are initially generic development tools. To enable end users to use that tool, the tools must be simplified by either optimizing the usability or by offering higher-level modeling primitives with limited options still not specialized to any domain, but encapsulating low-level technical aspects of the underlying technology.

To further support the domain expert, such generic development environments can also be specialized to a specific
The dominating design goal of EUD tools is to compensate for a discrepancy between the user’s expertise and the development task to be performed.

Reducing Expertise Tension

Depending on the dimension and level of expertise, some approaches seem to crystallize as principles to deal with expertise tension:

- **Intelligent systems** have a built-in domain or system knowledge to guide users and cooperatively help the user to act.
- **High-level semantic building blocks** enable users to create new things by composing familiar domain specific entities. Such applications usually do not generalize across different domains but are specialized solutions for a well-defined task domain.
- **Easy development tools** provide end-user design times that come with a simplified function set, higher-level primitives, direct manipulation, WYSIWYG, or logical user interfaces that encapsulate system-oriented low-level details.
- **Metaphors** use a replacement domain model to enable the user to act without having any domain knowledge.
- **Wizards** have built-in rules and sequences to guide the user’s task or interaction flow. They compensate for insufficient knowledge to plan actions or understand all the dependencies of options. This may be on the dimension of IT knowledge (configuring a firewall) or on the dimension of a task domain (booking a flight).

With this 2D-model of expertise tension in mind and the various design options identified, future research must further investigate which approach best applies to what type of tension.
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